There may be times when you're worried about your child's online
safety. If you're unsure what to do, help is at hand.
We've put together some of the things that might be worrying you,
and what you can do to help your child.
I'm worried my child is...
 Taking & Sharing in Appropriate Pictures
 Sharing Personal Information
 Being Bullied Online or Bullying Others Online
 Spending too much time online
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Know
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Online

BE SECURE
Treat your passwords like your toothbrush! Never share and
change them often!
Always sign out and log off your accounts on any device you are
using.
CHECK your security settings on social media. DO NOT publish
all your personal details!!

SHARING! SENDING! MESSAGING! SNAPCHATTING!
Don’t want a photo or video shared???

KNOW YOUR APPS

100%

guaranteed method of avoiding this embarrassing

situation is ……….. DON’T TAKE THE PHOTO OR VIDEO!!
Be aware of any permission app requests as you install them.
Apps can ask to access your

Location

Messages

Social
Media

Calendar

Contact
list

DO NOT
share anything by any method if you would not be happy with your
grandparents viewing it!

BE RESPONSIBLE
Think carefully about the places you visit online and keep focused when
on learning tasks.
Always make sure you know who you are sharing information with. Not

Many apps, both free and paid for, offer optional extras at a
cost. These are known as in-app purchases. For example, you may
have to make an in-app purchase to continue to play a game after
a certain level, or to speed up gameplay.
Apps typically consume data which may use up more of your
mobile data allowance. If you're not careful about monitoring
your data usage, you could end up going over your inclusive data
allowance and incurring extra charges. Most mobile providers
now offer online monitoring tools or apps to allow you to check
your usage easily.

everyone is who they say they are!

BE LEGAL
Only copy / upload / publish / distribute materials that are appropriate.
Remember - anything you do can be traced back to you, including your
browsing history and content that you may copy / upload / publish or
distribute.

DO YOU KNOW
It is ILLEGAL to produce or distribute ‘indecent’ images or videos of
any one under the age of

18!!That includes anything featuring yourself!!!

Any video/image can only be taken with the subject’s permission! Do not
take or share videos/images without the persons expressed permission.

